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The tapered kabuki brush is best used for concealer application. The tapered angle is designed to provide coverage in hard to reach
areas, such as the eyelid, corner of the eye and under eye, for a complete flawless finish. It also works well for stippling on any type
of foundation (liquids, minerals, powder, BB creams, etc.). If you’d like to use the kabuki brush for more than just concealer,
consider purchasing a second one, keeping one for concealing use only.

How to use the tapered kabuki for applying concealer or highlighting around the eye:

1. Always wash hands before makeup application.
2. For concealer: Apply concealer with fingers to desired area. Blend with tip of brush in light buffing motions. For highlighting

around eye: Apply highlight color and buff out toward temples.
3. Cleanse and rinse your brush.
4. Let brush air dry in an open space.

Here's a quick tip on using your Tapered Kabuki from our Cosmetologist:

Need heavier coverage for your problem spots? Apply your foundation FIRST, and then apply concealer on top of it. Since many
people buff out their foundation, and concealer is generally applied first, you can essentially buff off some of that concealer in the
process of applying your foundation. Moving that application step after foundation application will leave more concealer on the
areas you want to cover!

How to Clean

We recommend cleaning your makeup brush before using it the first time.

For daily cleaning, consider using a daily brush cleaner, or makeup remover wipes.

We recommend deep cleaning your makeup brushes weekly using the following method:
1. Holding bristles face down, run bristles under warm water.
2. Gently squeeze out any excess water and makeup residue.
3. Apply a dime size amount of mild soap and olive oil into the palm of your hand.
4. Massage the bristles into your palm in a circular motion under running water until the water runs clear, being careful NOT

to submerge the brush.
5. Gently squeeze out any excess water using a clean towel.
6. Let the bristles air dry in an open space.

IMPORTANT: Do not submerge the makeup brush/bristles in water; avoid getting moisture in the ferrule (metal part) as it can settle
and cause loose bristles and or handle.


